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Although innovation appropriability has been studied for decades, industry-level variations and development
patterns have rarely been the focus of research. Using three waves of Community Innovation Survey data, this
paper empirically explores the dynamics in the use of appropriability mechanisms across time and industries. The
use of appropriability mechanisms has increased, and preferences have shifted from the moderate use of formal
and informal appropriability mechanisms to informal types. In addition, while there are industry differences,
generally after a decade, the connections between the mechanisms are more numerous and encompass different
forms. Furthermore, a necessary condition analysis (NCA) reveals differences between industries on the necessity
of varying appropriability mechanisms for innovation cooperation. While ineffectiveness of intellectual property
rights (IPRs) and secrecy can be compensated with other appropriability mechanisms in practically any industry,
there are industries where lead time and complexity are determinants of innovation cooperation and cannot be
substituted or compensated for. These insights into industry-specific patterns unveil innovation appropriability in
various contexts and assist managers in resisting the dominant logics in their industry when pursuing appro
priation in collaborative and converging environments.

1. Introduction
The managerial challenge of profiting from innovation has engaged
scholars and practitioners for decades (Arrow, 1962; Cohen et al., 2000;
Holgersson et al., 2018; Teece, 1986). It is well established that appro
priability mechanisms (e.g., patents, copyright, secrecy, lead time, and
complexity of design) are means for innovators to control an innovation
and thus capture value and derive benefits from the innovation (Gallié
and Legros, 2012; Hurmelinna-Laukkanen and Puumalainen, 2007;
James et al., 2013). The relationships of appropriability mechanisms
with innovation-related activities and outcomes have frequently been
examined (see James et al., 2013 for a review). The literature ac
knowledges that, particularly in the dynamic innovation environment
characterized by integration and networking, it is very important to
understand the dominant uses of the appropriability mechanisms in
different contexts (e.g., Hurmelinna-Laukkanen and Yang, 2022; Laur
itzen and Karafyllia, 2019; Laursen and Salter, 2014; Zobel et al., 2017),
and to learn how to transfer and combine the practices to match
different settings.
Prior research suggests variations in the use and role of

appropriability mechanisms across industries. The use and importance
of the mechanisms are subject to, for example, (changes in) industrial
conditions, including technological opportunities and prevailing regu
lations and customs regarding innovation protection (Appleyard and
Chesbrough, 2017; Cohen and Levin, 1989; Hall and Sena, 2017; Suarez
and Lanzolla, 2007). However, research does not always explicitly or
comprehensively describe the nature or the implications of the differences.
The reasons for this are manifold. Industry differences are often
addressed by focusing only on specific appropriability mechanisms
(such as patents) or by looking at formal and informal mechanisms. On
the other hand, the focus may be on a wide set of appropriability
mechanisms in a limited range of industries, or comparisons of
manufacturing and service sectors without a more fine-grained
approach. Studies have rarely focused on examining what kind of
changes emerge in the reliance on appropriability mechanisms over time
(Holgersson et al., 2018), and that is especially the case for different
industries. For example, Park et al. (2020) explore the dynamic structure
of appropriability mechanisms but focus on the ICT industry. Analysis
typically occurs at the firm level, and industry features are regularly
treated as control variables rather than as topics of central interest.
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When appropriability is considered, industry differences or
industry-level developments are rarely specifically examined.
The above caveats mean that development patterns and industryspecific dominant logics that are important to management and
policy-making may be ignored. Failing to pay attention to industry-level
phenomena can cause issues especially in cross-sectoral collaboration.
False assumptions of how specific appropriability mechanisms are used
(individually or in combination) may lead to unnecessary, avoidable
conflicts. Changing innovation environments (with trends toward, e.g.,
collaboration, networks, ecosystems, and platforms) generally transform
the roles of appropriability mechanisms (Alexy et al., 2018; Appleyard
and Chesbrough, 2017; Holgersson et al., 2018; Hurmelinna-Laukkanen
and Yang, 2022); however, in some industries, customs and practices
can be resilient. Teece (2018) and Barros (2021) report that firms use
patents to secure freedom of operation even if they do not consider the
patent system effective. In some industries, individual appropriability
mechanisms may be fundamental, and innovative organizations might
need them to safeguard their positions when engaging in
inter-organizational cooperation (Heiman and Nickerson, 2004).
Nevertheless, existing literature does not offer an examination of this
issue. Many studies report the importance of appropriability mecha
nisms to innovation cooperation (the active cooperation with other or
ganizations on innovation activities (e.g., Corral de Zubielqui et al.,
2016; Henttonen et al., 2016; Miozzo et al., 2016; Stefan and Bengtsson,
2017); however, there do not appear to be any empirical examinations
of whether individual mechanisms are necessary, or if they are substitutable
or compensable, in different industries to enable innovation cooperation.
Having that information would benefit those trying to make sense of the
industry’s dominant logics and promote and manage intra- and
inter-industry innovation.
This study addresses the aforementioned open questions by investi
gating the differences in appropriability mechanisms used across in
dustries and over time. More specifically, this study adopts a holistic
view to understand the differences between industries. Empirically, it
examines three waves of Community Innovation Survey (i.e., CIS 3, CIS
2012; and CIS 2014). It (1) explores the changes in the use of individual
appropriability mechanisms at the industry level from 2000 to 2012, (2)
scrutinizes the industry-level changes in the relationships of the
appropriability mechanisms used over the same period, and (3) explores
if any industries exhibit mechanisms that have proven necessary for
innovation cooperation to emerge (up until 2014). Accruing information
on evolving appropriability from different sides elucidates the industry
differences that are often taken as given or emerge in studies as rela
tively vague underlying assumptions. This study goes beyond noting
that something is different or has changed and presents how something
has changed or how it is different.
This study acknowledges the change toward environment charac
terized by increasing cooperation and networking. It scrutinizes the
nature and implications of differences in the reliance on varying
appropriability mechanisms at industry level. Accordingly, the research
question guiding the study is: what kind of changes have taken place and
how do their recent outcomes connect to cooperation for innovation?
This study’s focus on unveiling the kind of differences observable
among appropriability mechanisms at the industry level leads it to make
three main contributions: First, it directs attention to industry-level
differences (in contrast to assuming them) and reveals industryspecific practices and dominant logics regarding appropriability. The
wide coverage of 13 industries and seven appropriability mechanisms
provides comprehensive empirical evidence. Second, this study provides
a view of the temporal and dynamic aspects of appropriability. It shows
the changes in the use of individual appropriability mechanisms and
their combinations, rather than suggests merely that changes have
emerged. Third, it applies a new and alternative methodology, necessary
condition analysis (NCA; introduced by Dul, 2016), to a previously
examined relationship between the perceived effectiveness of appro
priability mechanisms and innovation cooperation (e.g., Hall and Sena,

2017; James et al., 2013). Whereas empirical studies commonly follow
an additive logic and test whether a factor is sufficient to enhance the
outcome, this new method adopts the logic of necessity and tests
whether, and to what extent, a factor is necessary for an outcome to
occur, in the sense that the factor’s absence cannot be compensated for.
A non-significant NCA result is also meaningful in indicating that a
factor can be compensated for, or substituted, by other determinants to
attain the outcome. We also suggest that conducting NCA in combina
tion with other forms of statistical analysis can explicate the nature of
industry differences in terms of the reliance on appropriability mecha
nisms in relation to innovation cooperation.
This study proceeds as follows. The theoretical section briefly pre
sents the existing knowledge on innovation appropriability and
perceived dynamics, and the importance of appropriability in the
context of collaborative and networked innovation. We then turn to the
explorative empirical analysis of the CIS data and its results. The dis
cussion explains the empirical findings with a reflection on existing
literature, and the conclusions section shows the theoretical contribu
tions drawn from the empirical evidence and literature. The same sec
tion also summarizes managerial implications, limitations, and
suggestions for future research.
2. Theoretical background
There is a wealth of existing knowledge establishing the importance
of appropriability mechanisms to facilitate appropriating returns from
innovation. Appropriability mechanisms are the means available to in
novators to control an innovation (Hurmelinna-Laukkanen et al., 2008).
They are a key aspect of the discussion on strategies and methods to keep
intellectual assets and, subsequently, enhance the ability of an inno
vating company to benefit from its innovation (Gallié and Legros, 2012;
Hurmelinna-Laukkanen and Puumalainen, 2007; Kensah and Groen,
2008). Although it is impossible to completely prevent imitation (e.g.,
the circumvention of patents) (Levin et al., 1987), using appropriability
mechanisms can increase imitation costs or time, and thus strengthen
the position of the innovator (Mansfield et al., 1981). Accordingly,
existing research demonstrates the influence of appropriability mecha
nisms on, for example, economic performance and innovation inclina
tion, type, and performance (e.g., Frenz and Ietto-Gillies, 2009; Frenz
and Prevezer, 2012; Nunes et al., 2012; Simeth and Raffo, 2013; Stejskal
et al., 2016). Appropriability mechanisms (combined with comple
mentary assets such as marketing, sales, or manufacturing) can also
allow the innovator to realize further returns by building on the original
innovation (Afuah and Tucci, 2013; Ahuja et al., 2013; Alnuaimi and
George, 2016; Cassiman et al., 2009; Ceccagnoli, 2009), and through
enhancing collaboration with other actors (Hurmelinna-Laukkanen,
2009). The influence of the mechanisms can be quite notable, as even
mere perceptions and expectations of the possibility of securing current
and future value capture may determine whether an organization pur
sues an innovation trajectory or engages in cooperation, for example
(Hsieh et al., 2012; Ritala and Hurmelinna-Laukkanen, 2013; Stefan and
Bengtsson, 2017).
The seminal study of Levin et al. (1987) prompted investigations into
the variety of appropriability mechanisms (Arundel, 2001; Cohen et al.,
2000; González-Álvarez et al., 2007; Harabi, 1995; Milesi et al., 2013;
Park et al., 2020, 1). Researchers have classified individual appropri
ability mechanisms into categories including formal and informal
mechanisms (Huang et al., 2013; Spithoven and Teirlinck, 2015; Zobel
et al., 2017) or legal and strategic mechanisms (Milesi et al., 2013; Xu
et al., 2012; see also, Hurmelinna-Laukkanen and Puumalainen 2007;

1
In the work by Park et al. (2020), complementary sales/services and com
plementary manufacturing are also categorized as appropriability mechanisms.
In this study, they are defined as complementary assets rather than appropri
ability mechanisms (see also Hurmelinna-Laukkanen and Yang, 2022).
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Sun and Zhai, 2018). We adopt the formal/informal categorization.
Formal appropriability mechanisms are institutionally established legal
instruments that facilitate innovators’ proprietary use of innovation
(Milesi et al., 2013). Patents, copyright, registered designs, and trade
marks are typical examples of formal mechanisms. These rights also fall
into the category of intellectual property rights (IPRs) that provide the
innovator with a right to exclude others from using the protected in
tellectual property. In contrast, informal appropriability mechanisms, such
as secrecy, lead time, and complexity of design, are usually
non-statutory (Gallié and Legros 2012). Appendix A (Table A4) presents
the definitions of the seven formal and informal appropriability mech
anisms addressed in this research2.
Prior research also addresses the use of mechanisms. It has done so by
employing different methods in various contexts including small and
large firms, product or service-oriented organizations, in developed and
developing countries, where individual mechanisms, or formal mecha
nisms against informal types are often compared (see, e.g., Cohen et al.,
2000; Gallié and Legros, 2012; James et al., 2013; Leiponen and Byma,
2009; Mina et al., 2014; Miric et al., 2019; Sun and Zhai, 2018). Previous
studies have also considered the combined use of appropriability mech
anisms (see, e.g., Barros, 2021; Castaldi et al., 2020; Chen and Wu, 2020;
Fischer et al., 2011; Holgersson et al., 2018; Hurmelinna-Laukkanen
et al., 2016; Llerena and Millot, 2020; Miric et al., 2019; Thoma, 2020).
Different interactions between individual mechanisms have been iden
tified. Complementarity signifies that the benefit from using an individual
mechanism increases with the use of another. For example, the value of a
trademark is increased when the trademarked innovation is patented,
and vice versa—a trademark is valuable in its own right, but having the
patent adds value. Substitutability refers to replacing one mechanism
with another (e.g., a choice between two mechanisms that cannot be
employed simultaneously). A classic example is choosing between a
patent or secrecy; if a piece of information is disclosed in the patent
application, it cannot be kept secret to prevent copying and vice versa.
Compensability differs from these two concepts in that there is a short
coming, for example, in terms of coverage or effectiveness of one
mechanism that can be dealt with by using another mechanism in
combination with it. For example, design rights, lead time, or
complexity may compensate for limited patent protection. Earlier
research indicates that these interactions emerge as a result of differ
ences in the features of the varying appropriability mechanisms, and the
contexts in which they are used.

2000; Hall 2004). Moreover, increasing research attention to IPRs other
than patents (e.g., Castaldi et al., 2020; Flikkema et al., 2019) has
blurred differences between industry types.
Some recent studies have raised the issue of changes in individual
firms’ strategies, which indicates temporal dynamics and the existence
of varying development trajectories (see, e.g., Appleyard and Ches
brough, 2017; Bahemia et al., 2018; Holgersson et al., 2018). Earlier
studies observe a general rise in patenting (e.g., Albert, 1998; Maurseth
and Svensson, 2014), and more frequently used informal mechanisms (e.
g., Hall and Sena, 2017; Neuhäusler, 2012). It can be accounted by
increasing managerial understanding of the potential of employing
appropriability mechanisms for different purposes (e.g., Barros, 2021;
Hannah et al., 2014; Hurmelinna-Laukkanen, 2009). While earlier
studies acknowledge the need for firms to secure their competitive po
sitions, more recent studies question the protection-oriented role of
appropriability mechanisms (Foege et al., 2019; Lauritzen and Kar
afyllia, 2019; Laursen and Salter, 2006, 2014). However, considering
that earlier research also agrees that the use of appropriability mecha
nisms is not universal across industries (see, e.g., Faria and Sofka, 2008;
Gallié and Legros, 2012; Levin et al., 1987; Stefan and Bengtsson, 2016;
Yacoub et al., 2020), the same may be true of development trajectories
and changes in the use of appropriability mechanisms.
Based on the existing literature, it seems plausible that the use of all
appropriability mechanisms over time and across industries has increased;
and the increase is particularly noticeable for informal mechanisms. How
ever, empirical exploration is needed to confirm that supposition.
Earlier research also entails more specific changes over time. First,
some individual mechanisms seem to be utilized despite perceived
shortcomings in their effectiveness (see, e.g., Barros, 2021 on patents).
That continued utilization suggests that they exhibit certain path-de
pendencies in some industries; that is, their use is constant over time. One
way to empirically observe this issue is to examine correlations between
earlier use of patents with later use. The relevance of issues such as being
accustomed to relying on specific mechanisms within an industry is still
rarely considered beyond assuming that organizations with different
backgrounds probably approach things differently (Hall and Sena,
2017).
Correlations between the use of an individual mechanism and the
later use of some other mechanisms could also provide new insight into
the nature of the development patterns. Given that appropriability
mechanisms can be used more or less independently (Castaldi et al.,
2020; Chen and Wu, 2020; Hurmelinna-Laukkanen et al., 2016), what
we call cross-dependencies can emerge. Using some mechanisms can be
expected to connect to using others: An example would be patents and
trademarks, which Castaldi et al. (2020) state often correlate; however,
the same study also reports that there are industry differences. An
interesting but scarcely researched issue is how these kinds of connec
tions develop, if earlier correlations are broken or take different forms
over time, and if the potential increase in the overall use of appropriate
mechanisms also means new connections between varying mechanisms.
Existing research provides a basis for us to conduct empirical
exploration. In particular, it makes us to anticipate that the connections
between appropriability mechanisms used have changed in quantity (showing
more connections between individual mechanisms) and quality (showing
different mechanisms correlate with each other) over time and across
industries.

2.1. Heterogeneity of appropriability mechanisms across industries and
over time
Previous research most clearly acknowledges the variations in
appropriability mechanisms across industries when comparing serviceoriented and product-oriented firms. For a considerable time, the dis
cussion suggested that attaining appropriability is harder for service
firms that cannot rely on mechanisms such as patents to the same extent
as manufacturing companies (Arundel, 2001; Cohen et al., 2000; López
and Roberts, 2002). However, more recently, research indicates that the
offerings in service industries may have similar elements to those in
product-oriented sectors, and that they can benefit from similar forms of
protection (Hurmelinna-Laukkanen et al., 2021). With technological
changes and convergence, it is not as clear if the development trajec
tories in an industry are independent (typical for discrete industries) or
cumulative (complex industries), which is a relevant factor explaining
the feasibility of different appropriability mechanisms (Cohen et al.,

2.2. Innovation cooperation and necessity of appropriability mechanisms
At the organizational level, the use of appropriability mechanisms
relates to their perceived effectiveness and role in serving different goals
of innovators (Hurmelinna-Laukkanen and Puumalainen, 2007). Since
the innovation environment and the related needs of innovating orga
nizations have transformed over time (Appleyard and Chesbrough,
2017; Teece, 2018), it is reasonable to assume that changes in the roles
of the appropriability mechanisms resonate with the changes in their

2

While there are more than these seven appropriability mechanisms have
recognized in the literature, we empirically examined these seven appropri
ability mechanisms. It is because of the prevalence of them in the appropri
ability literature, and the availability of the CIS data (see also Gallié and Legros,
2012 who are using the CIS data).
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use. Therefore, looking at the perceived effectiveness of appropriability
mechanisms in contemporary contexts can elaborate the development
trajectories and evolving appropriability.
Networked, collaborative and open innovation is one of the trends
characterizing the contemporary innovation landscape (Appleyard and
Chesbrough, 2017; Blomqvist et al., 2005; Chesbrough, 2003a,b;
Laursen and Salter, 2006; van de Vrande et al., 2009). Many studies
suggest appropriability mechanisms are associated with innovation
cooperation and the related innovation outcomes (see e.g., Chesbrough,
2003a,b; de Faria and Sofka, 2010; Dell’Era et al., 2020; Laursen and
Salter, 2006; Miozzo et al., 2016; Yacoub et al., 2020). The mechanisms
are considered to provide security (consider safe transferability of in
tellectual assets) and incentives (expected returns) for innovation
collaboration (Ahuja et al., 2013; Hurmelinna-Laukkanen, 2009; Ritala
and Hurmelinna-Laukkanen, 2013).
As innovation cooperation becomes increasingly cross-sectoral
(Clarke and Crane, 2018; Teece, 2018) it is important to acknowledge
and understand industry-specific trajectories of the reliance on appro
priability mechanisms. Interactions between actors with different ex
pectations of the meaning of relying on appropriability mechanisms can
be undermined by suspicion and appropriation failures, which threaten
cooperation and jeopardize the benefits (Dhanaraj and Parkhe, 2006;
Heiman and Nickerson, 2004; Hernandez et al., 2015). Achieving a
balance of appropriation options in innovation cooperation depends not
only on considering the prevailing logics in different industries but also
calls for an understanding of which appropriability mechanisms are
critical to innovation cooperation in different industries.
Generally, existing studies identify different roles for individual
mechanisms across sectors. For example, it has been suggested that
patents are more significant in the chemical industry than in other in
dustry sectors (Cohen et al., 2000) and that lead time is an essential
mechanism for the financial services industry where other mechanisms
can fail to prevent imitation (see López and Roberts, 2002). These ex
amples illustrate that industry differences are addressed from the
perspective of the relative importance of the mechanisms or viewed
quite narrowly with a focus on individual mechanisms. Furthermore, the
role of appropriability mechanisms is usually assessed using additive
sufficiency logic. Richter et al. (2020) note that a determinant may be
sufficient to produce the outcome, but it may not be necessary; that is,
the absence of (adequate amount of) a determinant could be compen
sated with other determinants. Although the idea of “the more X
(appropriability mechanisms), the more or less Y (innovation coopera
tion)” followed in most empirical studies on the role of appropriability
mechanisms is relevant, turning to the necessary logic means that it is
possible to examine whether appropriability mechanisms are required
for an outcome to occur; that is, whether the absence of the mechanisms
blocks the outcome happening (see also Hauff et al., 2021 comparing
sufficient and necessary logics). Importantly, not finding a mechanism to
be necessary also reveals relevant aspects: necessary logic also makes it
possible to observe substitutability (the possible replacement of an ab
sent or ineffective mechanism with another) and compensability, which
refers here to it being possible to compensate shortcomings in the
perceived effectiveness of one mechanism by combining it with other
mechanisms3.
Existing literature does not provide strong support for the view that
mechanisms cannot be substituted (see also Fischer et al., 2011). Prior
studies examining the use of appropriability mechanisms in small firms
(e.g., Freel and Robson, 2017; Leiponen and Byma, 2009; Miric et al.,
2019) or in contexts with weak IPR regimes (see, e.g., Barros, 2021;

Blind et al., 2006; López and Roberts, 2002) indicate that firms facing
challenges with IPRs can adopt informal mechanisms. Keupp et al.
(2010, p. 111), for example, suggest that companies compensate for the
shortcomings in the enforceability of patents in China by “using secrecy
enforced by nondisclosure agreements and special clauses in employ
ment contracts to keep employees from whistle-blowing technological
secrets to competitors.” Leiponen and Byma (2009) suggest that lead
time works for small firms that cannot establish strong patent protec
tion, and Barros (2021) finds that trademarks sometimes replace patent
protection in Brazil. These studies suggest that shortcomings in the
effectiveness of individual appropriability mechanisms can be
compensated with other mechanisms.
However, current studies have not explicitly examined whether the
perceived effectiveness of specific mechanisms is a necessary element of
cooperation in specific industries. Moreover, it is not clear that substi
tutability or compensability are ubiquitous across appropriability
mechanisms and industries. Some mechanisms may prove irreplaceable
in certain industries. Prior research suggests a minimum threshold level
of effectiveness of appropriability mechanisms enables innovation
cooperation (Heiman and Nickerson, 2004; Hsieh et al., 2012). Some
other studies propose that certain industry sectors have only a few
mechanisms capable of providing any real protection (see López and
Roberts, 2002). Others identify prevailing conditions in industries that
may necessitate patents or other mechanisms (see Boni, 2013; Groo
tendorst et al., 2011). In discrete industries, stand-alone innovations
may be more easily protected against opportunism, whereas, in complex
industries, the interdependence of innovation trajectories may necessi
tate effective appropriability mechanisms in innovation cooperation
(Cohen et al., 2000; Hall, 2004).
Summarizing the insights from the findings of prior studies suggest a
few industries may require specific appropriability mechanisms. Hence,
the following general expectation guided our empirical exploration: In
industries with limited effective appropriability mechanisms available, and/
or complex offerings, and/or a strong tendency to rely on specific appropri
ability mechanisms, appropriability mechanisms must exhibit a minimum
level of effectiveness to enable innovation cooperation.
We argue that awareness of industry-level patterns helps collate and
extend earlier research results (especially those on the usefulness of
specific appropriability mechanisms in different industries). The same
knowledge can also be applied to re-evaluate the viability of using
conventional managerial practices to build appropriability. If no
necessary condition is found, substitutability or compensability can be
assessed based on the changes in the reliance on the individual mech
anisms and their combinations over time. Understanding how appro
priability has evolved, and which mechanisms (if any) have proved
essential to innovation cooperation in different industries, will ease
targeting and assessing research, policy, and managerial efforts when
establishing the premises for innovation (cooperation) in contemporary
settings. However, as knowledge on the relevance of and shifts in the use
of appropriability mechanisms is limited, we employ an explorative,
empirical examination method.
3. Methodology and findings
We conducted our empirical exploration in several steps and from
different angles to acquire a comprehensive view of the aspects of in
terest. Analysis processes produce valuable findings, and their results
can be interpreted in combination to enhance understanding. First, we
examined the level of the use of individual appropriability mechanisms
at different times in different industries and compared that use. We then
looked at the industry-specific connections between the different
appropriability mechanisms at different points in time (observing which
mechanisms correlated with each other, to what extent the correlations
emerged, and if changes occurred over time). We also examined how the
level of use of an individual appropriability mechanism in an industry at
one point in time connected to the subsequent use of the same

3

As noted above, compensability is different from complementarity, defined
in this study in terms of synergies and added value from combining the
mechanisms (see Milgrom and Roberts, 1990, 1995 for more discussions about
complementarity). We focus on compensability and test it with necessary
condition analysis.
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Rev. 26. Therefore, before conducting data analysis, we first inspected
and compared the meanings and breakdowns of NACE codes in the data,
and then converted the codes, following the work of Perani and Cirillo
(2015) to produce a valid match between codes from different waves
(see Appendix B for details). To ensure the quality of the data, we only
included the “core” industries7 (Eurostat, 2018, see 2014a) following
the methodological recommendations of Eurostat (2014b, 2013).
Finally, we sorted 13 different industries arranged by economic activity
as shown in Table 1, 8. Additional information is provided in Appendix
C.

mechanism. Next, to make the within and between industry exploration
more specific, we tested the necessity of appropriability mechanisms for
innovation cooperation in different industries. Finally, combining the
NCA findings with the exploration of the development patterns of in
dividual mechanisms and the connections of different mechanisms
allowed us to disclose their substitutability and compensability4. The
data and measures, analysis, and findings are described below.
3.1. Data
Acquiring a holistic view of changes and industry differences con
cerning innovation appropriability requires wide-ranging data collected
at different times. We utilized the Community Innovation Survey (CIS).
Eurostat, the organization administering the CIS, describes it as: “a
survey of innovation activity in enterprises” that is “carried out with two
years’ frequency by EU member states and number of ESS member
countries” (Eurostat, 2020a).
We analyzed data from three waves of CIS with a 14-year time in
terval (2000 & 2012 & 2014; CIS 2014 was the latest wave available in
2020). The nature of the data directed our examination to an extent. We
chose CIS 3 and CIS 2012 to examine the changes because their content
is reasonably similar regarding the use of appropriability mechanisms,
albeit they are based on different editions of the Oslo Manual (the sec
ond edition of 1997 and, respectively, the third edition of 2005).
Whereas other waves that follow CIS 3 (including CIS 2014) capture
various appropriability mechanisms in a limited manner, CIS 2012
covers a wider set. Furthermore, we consider the time interval between
CIS 3 (covering information for 1998–2000) and CIS 2012 (covering
2010–2012) suitable to study the changes in the use of appropriability
mechanisms, because changes in appropriability typically take time
(Huang et al., 2013). A further benefit is that CIS 2012 permits
measuring appropriability both in terms of use and effectiveness, and
the latter is relevant to innovation cooperation (e.g., Hurmelinna-
Laukkanen and Puumalainen, 2007). The CIS 2014 has good measures
for innovation cooperation in contemporary settings and permits ac
counting for a time lag between the factors of interest (establishing and
organizing for cooperation after the original decision is often not
instant).
We used CIS data from 13 countries—Bulgaria, The Czech Republic,
Cyprus, Germany, Estonia, Spain, Croatia, Hungary, Lithuania, Norway,
Portugal, Romania, and Slovakia5. Extending earlier studies, countries
that are not considered the most innovative were also included (see, e.g.,
Hollanders and Es-Sadki, 2013; Vigier and Stierna, 2011). The selection
is intended to produce relatively realistic and generalizable findings.
After matching the data from the three CIS waves, we matched the
data by industry. Community Innovation Surveys adopt the NACE
classification system (the statistical classification of economic activities
in the European Community) to group industries of enterprises accord
ing to economic activity. However, because the versions of NACE have
been updated over time, CIS waves have used different versions of NACE
to classify industries. The CIS 3 classifies enterprises according to NACE
Rev. 1.1, while CIS 2012 and CIS 2014 group enterprises based on NACE

Table 1
Industries.
Denoted
codes

Industries

B11
B12

A Manufacturing
Textiles, Wearing Apparel, and Leather and
Related Products
Wood and Paper
Printing and Reproduction of Recorded Media
Petroleum, Chemical, and Pharmaceutical
Products
Rubber, Plastic and Other Non-Metallic Mineral
Products
Basic Metals and Fabricated Metal Products
(except Machinery and Equipment)
Computer, Electronic and Optical Products,
Electrical Equipment, Machinery and Equipment
N.E.C., Motor Vehicles and Other Transport
Equipment, Furniture, and Manufacturing N.E.C.
B Services sector
Wholesale Trade (except Motor Vehicles and
Motorcycles)
Land Transport and Transport via Pipelines, Water
Transport, and Air Transport
Warehousing and Support Activities for
Transportation and Postal and Courier Activities
Information and Communication
Financial and Insurance activities

B13

Other Services

A1
A2
AB3
A4
A5
A6
A7

B8
B9
B10

Short
indicators
Textiles
Paper
Printing
Chemicals
Plastic
Metal
Equipment

Trade
Transport
Warehousing
Information
Financial
services
Other services

Notes: N.E.C. = not elsewhere classified.

6
The statistical classification of economic activities in the European Com
munity, NACE, is one of the most prevalent standard systems of industrial
classification. NACE Rev. 2 is the following version of NACE Rev. 1.1 How
NACE Rev. 2 compares with NACE Rev. 1.1 is outlined by Eurostat (see Euro
stat, 2008a; 2008b).
7
The core industries differ from the optional industries by representing a
mandatory target population of CIS. The optional industries are covered on a
voluntary basis, and they do not necessarily have to meet the same quality
requirements as the core industries (e.g., for item and unit non-response or the
required level of precision). See Eurostat (2018, 2014a) for more details.
8
Two sectors (i.e., manufacturing and marketed services) are marked in bold,
followed by respective industries. The letters “A” and “B” are used to distin
guish the sectors. A special case is AB3, containing both manufacturing and
service products. It is because in NACE Rev. 2, publishing is no longer
considered the result of manufacturing but as a service activity, while printing
and reproduction of recorded media are still categorized as manufacturing.
While matching of CIS 3 and CIS 2012 only is possible at the aggregate level,
CIS 2012 and CIS 2014 allow examination of the four sub-categories also.
Hence, we were able to conduct the NCA in greater detail (See Appendix B for
more information).

4

If a single effective mechanism (M1) is found necessary, it can be comple
mentary with other mechanisms, but its absence cannot be compensated (nor
substituted). If it (M1) is not found necessary and it shows a significant corre
lation with another mechanism (M2) (that is, M1 is used in combination with
M2), it means that M1’s effectiveness can be compensated for. Substitution is
plausible when the increase of M1 is relatively less than M2, and if correlation
does not exist or the earlier positive correlation between M1 and M2 disappears
over time.
5
The nine countries that participated in both CIS 3 and CIS 2012 are
Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Spain, Lithuania, Hungary, Portugal,
Romania, and Slovakia; and eleven countries participated in both CIS 2012 and
CIS 2014—Bulgaria, Cyprus, Germany, Estonia, Croatia, Hungary, Lithuania,
Norway, Portugal, Romania, and Slovakia.
5
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Table 2
Use of appropriability mechanisms; industry averages (standard error of the mean in parentheses), and p values..
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Table 3a
Means, standard deviations, and Pearson correlations of appropriability mechanisms used in each industry in CIS 3.
Industry

Variables

Mean

S.D.

1

2

3

4

5

6

A1

1. Patent
2. Copyright
3. Design
4. Trademark
5. Secrecy
6. Lead time
7. Complexity

.10
.06
.19
.35
.29
.33
.28

.305
.242
.390
.478
.454
.471
.450

.194**
.361**
.213**
.083
.051
.091

.318**
.080
.214**
.275**
.174*

.427**
.135
.144*
.265**

.128
.105
.096

.642**
.619**

.713**

Notes: *p < .05; **p < .01.

3.2. Measures

been considered relevant in the context of inter-organizational interac
tion and collaboration (see Frenz and Ietto-Gillies, 2009; Hurmelinna-
Laukkanen and Puumalainen, 2007). The variables recorded values from
0 to 3, representing the degree of effectiveness. Appendix A shows the
questionnaires and variables.

The CIS data provide widely used, established measures to support
the study. The examination of development patterns in the use of
appropriability mechanisms and their combinations across industries
utilizes the variables from CIS 3 and CIS 2012. We measured the use of
appropriability mechanisms9 at these two points in time.
In CIS 3, respondents indicate whether they used any of the listed
methods to protect their innovations between 1998 and 2000 (0 = No, 1
= Yes) (See Appendix 1 for details). In CIS 2012, respondents were
requested to evaluate the degree of effectiveness of the listed appro
priability mechanisms in maintaining or increasing the competitiveness
of product and process innovations introduced in the 2010–2012 period.
The effectiveness of every appropriability mechanism is rated on a fourpoint scale (0 = not used, 1 = low, 2 = medium, and 3 = high). To
examine the use of mechanisms and to match the measures to those
available from CIS 3, we adjusted the rating scale of CIS 2012 to be
dichotomous (Fink, 2002, p. 47): not used (using the original coding) or
used (collapsing together scales 1–3).
The variables used to assess the necessity of appropriability mecha
nisms for the emergence of innovation cooperation in more contempo
rary settings come from CIS 2012 and CIS 2014. We adopted the
measure for innovation cooperation from CIS 2014 as the dependent
variable. Adopting a lagged measure clarifies the rationale of our
instrumental variable approach (see also Crescenzi et al., 2015),
allowing the NCA to look at the necessity of effective appropriability
mechanisms during the 2010–2012 period and the subsequent innova
tion cooperation taking place in 2012–2014. The CIS 2014 questionnaire
defines the concept of innovation cooperation as “active participation
with other enterprises or organizations on innovation activities,” in
which “both partners do not need to commercially benefit.” “Pure
contracting out of work with no active cooperation” is excluded. CIS
2014 collects information on innovation cooperation by asking whether
the enterprise cooperated in any of its innovation activities with other
organizations between 2012 and 2014. In the questionnaire, innovation
cooperation is coded as 1 if the enterprise has engaged in innovation
cooperation and 0 otherwise. We adopted the measures for IPR10, lead
time advantages, complexity of goods or services, and secrecy from CIS
2012 for NCA. We did not study the use of the mechanisms at that point
but their effectiveness; that was because perceptions of effectiveness have

3.3. Analysis and results
We first calculated the means and standard errors of the use of
different appropriability mechanisms in each industry. An independent
sample t-test was conducted to compare the means and determine
whether there was a significant difference in the use of individual
appropriability mechanisms during the two periods (1998–2000 and
2010–2012). Table 2 below summarizes the central statistics and inde
pendent sample t-test results.
This simple examination shows that almost all means of appropri
ability mechanisms in CIS 2012 are significantly greater than those in
CIS 3 (p < .05) with the exception of a few cases (no increase was found
in financial services, B12, for patents or copyright, nor in printing, AB3,
for patent, design or trademark, and there was an indication of some
decreasing trend in transport, B9, for patents and trademarks; in trans
port, only complexity had increased). The findings, therefore, support
our expectations regarding the general upward trend for both formal and
informal mechanisms. Further analyses suggested that the increase in the
use of informal mechanisms (difference: 0.45; p < .05) is higher than that
for formal ones (difference: 0.2; p < .05). While there are also mecha
nisms for which the increase was not constantly significant across all
industries (see Table 2), the use of complexity has increased throughout
all (p < .05).
We next conducted numerous rounds of correlation analysis to
explore the connections in the use of different appropriability mecha
nisms at each point of time and the related changes (for example, by
observing the correlation of patents and secrecy both in CIS 3 and in CIS
2012). We only provide full correlations from one industry below as an
example (see Tables 3a and 3b), although the same examination was
conducted for all industries11. Table 4 below summarizes the significant
correlations found in the industry-specific correlation analyses
(including the information from Tables 3a and 3b). A Fisher z-trans
formation was used to assess the differences in the strength of correla
tions between two periods, with a 0.05 alpha level of significance
(Chung et al., 2003; Miller and Friesen, 1982).
The results of the bivariate correlations calculated for all industries
suggest that, overall, more correlations emerge from CIS 2012 than from
CIS 3. Only two industries (A6 metal and B12 financial services) had a
declining number of correlations. However, across industries, notable
differences emerge. In some industries, (nearly) all appropriability
mechanisms were correlated (e.g., industries A4 chemicals and A7
equipment). In several other industries, only a few correlations between
the use of appropriability mechanisms were found (e.g., industries A2
paper, AB3 printing, and B9 transport). Only three of the 13 industries
show a constant number of correlations over time, indicating that

9

To avoid potential bias towards certain mechanism because of the nature of
the innovation or the ability of the enterprises, when we study the use of
appropriability mechanisms, we limit the sample to innovating enterprises
satisfying two conditions: (1) they have product and/or process innovation and
(2) they perform continuous R&D (see Arundel, 2001).
10
We grouped together patent, copyright, registered design, and trademark
into intellectual property rights (IPRs) for NCA. All IPRs serve the same purpose
of giving an IP owner a right to exclude others from using the IP, and as the
flipside of this, improve safe sharing and transfer of the IP in collaboration.
Furthermore, the grouping is done for practical reasons as it makes the amount
of data manageable. We have also run a factor analysis to make sure that these
four formal methods belong to the same group. Informal mechanisms were kept
separate as they have notably different features.

11

7

Full tables are available from the authors upon request.
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Table 3b
Means, standard deviations, and Pearson correlations of appropriability mechanisms used in each industry in CIS 2012.
Industry

Variables

Mean

S.D.

1

2

3

4

5

6

A1

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

.44
.25
.40
.60
.65
.81
.81

.502
.437
.495
.495
.480
.398
.398

.648** (+)
.687** (+)
.654** (+)
.485** (þ)
.140 (unch.)
.336* (unch.)

.611** (+)
.475** (þ)
.327* (unch.)
.169 (unch.)
.169 (unch.)

.518** (unch.)
.352* (unch.)
.203 (unch.)
.203 (unch.)

.390** (þ)
.195 (unch.)
.394** (þ)

.158 (¡)
.363** (− )

.257 (¡)

Patent
Copyright
Design
Trademark
Secrecy
Lead time
Complexity

Notes.
1. *p < .05; **p < .01.
2. Fisher’s Z-transformation (single tail) tested significant differences between two correlation coefficients of two periods (p < .05): (+) = stronger correlation, (− ) =
weaker correlation, (unch.) = non-significant change of correlation in CIS 2012 compared to CIS 3; bolded coefficients indicate new, emerged correlations or cor
relations that disappear from CIS 3 to CIS 2012 – these are summarized in Table 4.
Table 4
Summary of significant correlations of appropriability mechanisms with other mechanisms within industries in CIS 3 and in CIS 2012.
A1
A2
AB3
A4
A5
A6
A7
B8
B9
B10
B11
B12
B13

Time

1. Patent (P)

2. Copyright (C)

3. Design (D)

CIS 3
CIS 2012
CIS3
CIS 2012
CIS 3
CIS 2012
CIS 3
CIS 2012
CIS 3
CIS 2012
CIS 3
CIS 2012
CIS 3
CIS 2012
CIS 3
CIS 2012
CIS 3
CIS 2012
CIS 3
CIS 2012
CIS 3
CIS 2012
CIS 3
CIS 2012
CIS 3
CIS 2012

C/D/T
C/D/T/S+/X
D/T
C+/D/T/S/L
D/X
C/D/T+/S/X
C/D/T/S
C/D/T/S/L/X
D/S/L/X
C+/D/T+/S
C/D/T/S/L/X
C/D/T/L
C/D/T/S/L/X
C/D/T/S/L/X
C/D/T
C/D/T/S+/X
C/T
C/D+/T/S
C/D/T
T/S+
D/T
C/D/T/S+/L+/X+
D/T
C/D
D/T
C+/D/T/S+/L+

D/S/L/X
D/T+/S

T/L/X
T/S
T
S+
S-/L/X
T/X
T/S/L/X
T/S/L/X
T/S/L
T/S/L/X
T/S/L/XT/S/L
T/S/L/X
T/S/L/X
S/X
T+/L
X
T+/S
T
T/S+
T/X
T/S/L+/X
T
T
T
T/S/L/X

D+/T+/S
D/T+/S
D/T/S
D/T/S/L/X
D/T
D/T/S+/L
D/T/S/L/X
D/T/S/L
D/T/S/L/X
D/T/S/L/X
D/T
D/T/S+/L
T/S
D/S
D/T/S
D/S
D/T/S/L/X
D/T/S/L
D/T/S/L
D/S
T
D+/T/S/L+/X

5. Secrecy (S)

6. Lead time(L)

Quantity7

X-

S/L/X
S/L/X
S/L/X
S/L/X
S/L
S/L/X
S/L
S/L/X
S/L/X
L
S+/L/X

L-/X
X
L/X
L
L/X
L/X
L/X
L/X
L/X
L/X
L/X
L/X
L/X
L/X
L/X
L/X

S/L
S/L
S/L
S/L/X
S/X
S
S
S/L+/X+

X
L
L/X
L/X
L/X
L/X
L/X
L/X
L/X

13
13
8
13
8
16
17
21
15
17
21
16
21
21
11
17
6
9
11
11
14
20
12
9
8
20

4. Trademark (T)
S+/X+
S/L
S/L

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Notes.
1. Correlations of appropriability mechanisms with Complexity are indicated with an X.
2. + and - signs indicate emerged and disappeared correlations with a statistically significant difference from CIS 3 to CIS 2012 (Fisher’s Z-transformation p < .05)
(Changes in quality).
3. Each correlating pair is shown only once for each industry (e.g., the correlation between trademarks and patents is shown in the “Patent” column only).

quantitative changes12 have occurred.
Further consideration of temporal changes reveals changes regarding
which mechanisms correlate with each other, which points toward
qualitative changes. In addition to observing new correlations in addi
tion to earlier ones, in some industries, we find that some previous
correlations no longer existed a decade later (see A1, AB3, and A6). In
sum, the connections between different appropriability mechanisms changed
over the years.
Exploring if and how the use of individual appropriability mecha
nisms correlated with the use of the same mechanism (e.g., patents in
CIS 3 and patents in CIS 2012) and of others between different periods
(e.g., patents in CIS 3 and secrecy in CIS 2012) using industry means
further illuminated the development patterns in terms of connections of
appropriability mechanisms. Although this examination did not involve

industry comparison, it provides an overview of the connectedness of
the mechanisms that could be useful in understanding the nature of the
changes in the reliance on the mechanisms. Table 5 illustrates how the
use of appropriability mechanisms during the period 1998–2000 (CIS 3)
correlates with their use in 2010–2012 (CIS 2012). One observation is
that the use of different IPRs often correlates positively with the previ
ous use of the same mechanism, which can be interpreted as indicating
that the tradition of using IPRs is relatively strong. It is also noteworthy
that there are relatively few strong correlations over time, indicating
room for variation and shifts, especially regarding the more informal
mechanisms13.
The next step was a necessary condition analysis (Dul, 2016; Dul
et al., 2018; Vis and Dul, 2018) to explore whether there are appropri
ability mechanisms whose effectiveness is necessary for innovation
cooperation (as is implied by existing literature but not tested; see

12
The changes in the overall number of significant correlations in the industry
in CIS 3 and in CIS 2012 is considered to denote changes in quantity; different
mechanisms correlating in CIS 3 and CIS 2012 denotes changes in quality.

13
We will discuss the negative correlation between lead time in CIS3 and
secrecy in CIS 2012 later in the paper.
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Table 5
Pearson correlations of the use of appropriability mechanisms used in CIS 3 and CIS 2012 across industries.
Variables/CIS 3
1. Patent
2. Copyright
3. Design
4. Trademark
5. Secrecy
6. Lead time
7. Complexity

Variables/CIS 2012
1. Patent

2. Copyright

3. Design

4. Trademark

5. Secrecy

6. Lead time

7. Complexity

.639*
− .248
.539
.119
.051
− .464
.315

.012
.690**
− .066
.201
− .154
− .124
.056

.538
− .323
.561*
− .143
− .082
− .452
.320

.380
− .332
.289
.269
− .064
− .277
.039

.542
− .137
.551
.164
.054
− .716**
.211

.270
− .343
.402
− .013
− .164
− .445
.197

− .205
.490
− .010
− .203
− .414
− .304
.012

Notes: *p < .05; **p < .01.

Fig. 1. Scatterplots of appropriability mechanisms and innovation cooperation in industries where necessary conditions emerged.

Cenamor et al., 2019; Lauritzen and Karafyllia, 2019; Patrucco, 2009;
Sun and Zhai, 2018) or if compensability and substitutability emerge
across industries. The logic underpinning an NCA differs significantly
from the logic of correlation or regression analyses. The necessity logic
entails that an outcome—or a certain level of an outcome—can only be
achieved if the necessary cause is in place (‘in kind’ necessary condi
tions) or is at a certain level (‘in degree’ necessary conditions) (Richter
et al., 2020), even if that necessary cause is no guarantee of a certain
level of outcome (Dul, 2016; Knol et al., 2018). Unlike analyses using the
additive sufficiency logic, an NCA considers each determinant individ
ually, and hence does not utilize control variables. The NCA parameters
remain unchanged in the presence or absence of control variables in the
theory/model.
We conducted the NCA using RStudio to analyze ‘in what kind’ and
‘in what degree’ the effectiveness of appropriability mechanisms is
necessary for innovation cooperation in each industry, following the

guidelines provided by Dul (2018). We examined all industries and
further divided A7 into its four sub-categories14. The method of analysis
is in line with other examples of NCA (e.g., Karwowski et al., 2016; van
der Valk et al., 2016) but uses industry means rather than firm-level
responses. In addition, deviating slightly from some earlier studies, we
conducted the approximate permutation test with 10,000 permutations
to examine the statistical significance of the results, ensuring that the
observed effect size (= the extent of necessity) is not due to random
chance (p < .05) (Dul et al., 2018).

14

The breakdowns of industries in the datasets of CIS 2012 and 2014 allowed
us to have a closer look at the industry A7, where four sub-categories (NACE
codes are 26–28, 29–30, 31–32, and 33) were examined with NCA. We opted to
do this closer examination in A7 because the sub-categories within A7may have
quite distinctive features.
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The NCA showed that no necessary conditions for the effectiveness of
appropriability mechanisms were evident in most industries. That
finding was especially clear for IPRs and secrecy. However, among all 13
industries, there were three instances in the manufacturing subset where
lead time and/or complexity had to exhibit a minimum perceived level
of effectiveness for innovation cooperation to occur (see Fig. 1 and Ta
bles 6 and 7 below). The ineffectiveness of these mechanisms cannot be
compensated for by applying other mechanisms.
The industries featuring significant results of the effect size (d) are
A1: Textiles, wearing apparel, and leather and related products (in short,
textiles), A4: Petroleum, chemical, and pharmaceutical products
(chemical), and within A7; Computer, electronic and optical products,
electrical equipment, machinery, etc. (equipment), a sub-category of
motor vehicles and other transport equipment. While Fig. 1 provides an
overview and displays the NCA scatterplots.
Table 6 summarizes the effect size (d) in these three industries, and
Table 7 (the bottleneck table) specifies the necessary degree of effec
tiveness of appropriability mechanisms for a certain level of innovation
cooperation (see, Dul, 2016).

The findings show that an average level of lead time advantage must
be present for an average level of innovation cooperation to emerge in
A1, textiles, and, with medium effect, in A4, chemical industry.
Complexity needs to reach a minimum level of effectiveness in A4,
chemical industry, and a sub-category of A7 (motor vehicles and other
transport equipment). Their absence cannot be compensated for by
applying other mechanisms. No such findings were recorded in any
other manufacturing or service sector industries. The result indicates
that in those sectors, innovation cooperation may benefit from the
perceived effectiveness of appropriability mechanisms (following the
sufficiency logic of “the more effective the mechanisms, the more there
is innovation cooperation”), but they are not non-compensable. The
findings suggest that an average perceived effectiveness of intellectual
property rights is not necessary for innovation cooperation, even in in
dustries such as pharmaceuticals where patents have always been
perceived positively relate to innovation collaboration. Nevertheless,
the above findings suggest a persistent reliance on IPRs. Secrecy did not
appear necessary either, which can be explained by openness being a
relevant factor in innovation cooperation and other better-suited
mechanisms being available. These issues are discussed in more detail
below.

Table 6
Results of necessary condition analyses of A1, A4, and a sub-industry of A7
(Manufacturing of Motor Vehicles and Other Transport Equipment).
Independent
variables

IPRs
Lead time
Complexity
Secrecy

4. Discussion
This explorative study produces important findings backed by
empirical evidence on issues that have previously been assumed more or
less implicitly. We now discuss the empirical findings, address the
overall view elicited, and reflect the findings against existing literature.

Variables/CIS 2012
Effect size(d) of A1
(manufacturing
industry of textiles,
wearing apparel,
and leather and
related products)

Effect size(d) of A4
(manufacturing
industry of
petroleum,
chemical, and
pharmaceutical
products)

Effect size(d) of
Manufacturing of
Motor Vehicles and
Other Transport
Equipment in A7

0.08
0.32
0.13
0.13

0.56
0.27
0.49
0.20

0.20
0.19
0.33
0.46

4.1. Increasing use of individual appropriability mechanisms
Earlier studies suggest that appropriability mechanisms, and espe
cially the informal types, are increasingly relied on to ensure appropri
ation (see, e.g., Neuhäusler, 2012, using German data and Hall and Sena,
2017, using UK data from 2000 to 2006). Our findings show this
development trajectory in a longer timeframe and for multiple in
dustries, and detail how the use of different appropriability mechanisms
has changed.
Specifically, we found that nearly all industries report increasing use of
individual mechanisms over time, from relatively modest levels in
1998–2000 to higher levels around a decade later (see Table 2).
Nevertheless, some exceptions are evident, especially in the service
sector where transport services (B9), shows an increase only in the use of
complexity. In printing and media (AB3), of the formal mechanisms,
only copyright is significantly used more, and in financial services (B12),
design, and trademark are the only formal mechanisms whose use in
creases. However, we might see changes in the future in these sectors,
for example, as financial innovation moves in new directions, probably
increasing the importance of patents and copyright (e.g., Gupta and
Arora, 2017). Postal and similar services (B10) show an increased use of
patents and copyrights, but no significant increase is seen for lead time
among the informal mechanisms. This could relate to the negative cor
relation between lead time and secrecy (see Table 5) and reliance on
combinations of mechanisms: Firms operating in industries where lead
time is achievable may have the confidence to collaborate with others
(Bahemia et al., 2018), and with increasing collaboration the feasibility
of using secrecy as a mechanism is reduced (see Leiponen and Byma,
2009). However, securing sustainable, long-term lead time is chal
lenging, which may trigger reliance on secrecy to improve a competitive
position (Hurmelinna-Laukkanen and Puumalainen, 2007). Our findings
suggest the earlier use of the lead time mechanism does not automati
cally indicate a subsequent reliance on the same, which can be explained
by product life-cycles and the erosion of lead time advantages (López
and Roberts, 2002; Saviotti, 1998). Table 4 indicates that in B10, the use

Notes.
1. Italics indicate a significantly medium effect, Bold a significantly large effect.
2. Ceiling line: CE-FDH (Ceiling Envelopment – Free Disposal Hull) with 100% caccuracy.
3. 0 < d < 0.1 is a small effect, 0.1 ≤ d < 0.3 is a medium effect, 0.3 ≤ d < 0.5 is a
large effect,” and d ≥ 0.5 is a very large effect (Dul, 2016, p. 30).
4. The permutation test produces a p-value; the threshold chosen for significance
is 0.05 (Dul et al., 2018).

Table 7
Bottleneck table (% of empirical range) of the effectiveness of appropriability
mechanisms in fostering innovation cooperation (CE-FDH ceiling technique, NN
= Not Necessary).
Innovation
cooperation

A1:
Lead
time

A4:
Lead
time

A4:
Complexity

Manufacturing of Motor
Vehicles and Other
Transport Equipment in A7:
Complexity

0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

NN
8.1
8.1
20.0
36.3
36.3
36.3
36.3
36.3
36.3
95.6

NN
NN
21.1
21.1
21.1
21.1
21.1
21.1
21.1
44.9
100.0

NN
17.4
47.0
47.0
53.9
53.9
53.9
53.9
67.0
67.0
67.0

NN
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
40.8
40.8
61.8
61.8
64.5
64.5
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of secrecy has become connected to the use of patents and design. In
addition, lead time was the most relied upon mechanism in CIS 3 but has
lost its relative importance in subsequent surveys (see B10 in Table 2,
where there is no significant increase in the use of lead time). It could be
that issues with securing lead time have triggered the need to search for
competitive security in proprietary approaches. This is an issue beyond
the purview of this study and warrants more research.
Despite these industry-level variations, a common feature regarding
the general relative growth in the use of informal appropriability mechanisms
is the shift toward reliance on the complexity of the innovation as an
appropriability mechanism. In 2012, complexity was not just the only
mechanism showing a significant increase across all the industries, but
also had the highest values among the mechanisms in 10 of 13 industries
(see Table 2). The notable reliance on complexity might be a result of
technological convergence and increasing innovation cooperation (see
Bahemia et al., 2018; Zobel et al., 2017), which can produce genuinely
new, and potentially more complicated, combinations of knowledge
(Singh et al., 2016; Stefan et al., 2020).

observable as in studies suggesting that patents are regularly acquired
even when they are not considered particularly effective (Barros, 2021;
Teece, 2018). The continuing reliance on IPRs may also relate to
increasingly varied ways of using them, including placing obstacles to
direct imitation, promoting free use of the IP, or ensuring safe transfer of
intellectual assets in collaborative endeavors15 (Hurmelinna-Laukkanen
and Puumalainen, 2007; Jacobides et al., 2006). Indeed, while this study
did not set out to explore the different ways appropriability mechanisms
can be used (or the reasons behind them), it is an issue that connects to
the role of appropriability mechanisms in innovation cooperation and is
worth acknowledging in intra- and inter-industry interactions. This issue
is especially relevant when making interpretations of other actors’
reliance on certain mechanisms.
4.3. Necessity of effective lead time and complexity for innovation
cooperation
It is reasonable to assume that the shifts described above reflect the
overall evolution in many industries toward more collaborative forms of
innovation. Given that such endeavors require some security that
maintains the incentive to collaborate (Hsieh et al., 2012; Laursen and
Salter, 2006, 2014; Ritala and Hurmelinna-Laukkanen, 2013), the in
crease in the use of appropriability mechanisms and the emergence of
new connections is logical. However, it is not as clear how adequate
levels of security can be attained: It is not always obvious if certain
mechanisms are critical, or if alternative mechanisms—or combinations
of mechanisms—can produce the same effect.
Many existing studies express that a minimum level of appropri
ability is “needed,” “required” or “necessary” (see Cenamor et al., 2019;
Dosi et al., 2006; Lauritzen and Karafyllia, 2019; Laursen and Salter,
2014; Sun and Zhai, 2018; Yacoub et al., 2020). However, as far as we
can discern, no studies establish a test for the necessity of the appro
priability mechanisms. This study takes the first steps to explore the
perceived effectiveness of individual appropriability mechanisms as a
necessary condition for the emergence of innovation cooperation at the
industry level. The findings from the NCA do not support a view in
which the different mechanisms cannot compensate for each other, as in
most industries, the perceived effectiveness of individual appropriability
mechanisms is not a necessary determinant for innovation cooperation to
emerge. In most industries, the absence of effectiveness can be
compensated by applying other mechanisms; an ineffective mechanism
can be substituted by or combined with other, effective mechanisms.
While secrecy is increasingly used in some industries, it does not appear
to be a necessary condition in any industry. That is presumably because
secrecy is generally at odds with the openness and sharing of knowledge
that mark successful collaborations (e.g., Leiponen and Byma, 2009;
Zobel et al., 2017). Similarly, despite research suggesting patents are
necessary in the biomedical and pharmaceutical industries (e.g., Boni,
2013; Grootendorst et al., 2011), the effectiveness of IPRs is not a
necessary condition for innovation cooperation in any industry. This
finding is in line with the research showing that small firms within
various industries find (often informal) mechanisms (Leiponen and
Byma, 2009) that can efficiently substitute or compensate for the
shortcomings of IPRs (including aspects such as limited availability
caused by high costs) (Freel and Robson, 2017).
However, our findings do indicate there are limits to the applicability
of compensability and that appropriability mechanisms play different roles in
different industries (see, Castellacci, 2008; Cohen et al., 2000). We find
that lead time is necessary for innovation cooperation in the textiles,
wearing apparel and leather, and related products (manufacturing in
dustry A1). The importance of lead time is plausible in the textile in
dustry as a mechanism to cope with continuous need for renewal and

4.2. Quantitative and qualitative changes of connections among
appropriability mechanisms
This study also extends previous findings on the combinations of
appropriability mechanisms (see, e.g., Barros, 2021; Chen and Wu,
2020; Hurmelinna-Laukkanen et al., 2016; Miric et al., 2019) by iden
tifying both quantitative and qualitative differences in the correlations
of the mechanisms across industries and over time. Our empirical
exploration shows that while between 1998 and 2000, few mechanisms
were related to each other, a decade later, there were more connections
and of different kinds (see Table 4).
The findings suggest that in general, appropriability mechanisms relate
more widely to each other. These developments are probably connected to
the changes in the general innovation environment. Open innovation
activities require different approaches to realize appropriation, charac
terized by a careful balancing of knowledge sharing and protection
(Alexy et al., 2018; Henkel et al., 2014; Stefan and Bengtsson, 2017).
There is a great deal of variation among emerging new correlations.
Some industries show more positive correlations among formal mech
anisms (e.g., A2, AB3, A5, B9), and some industries evidence correla
tions between formal and informal mechanisms (e.g., B10, B11, B13). It
is plausible that the new characteristics of the innovation environment,
new business models, and technological changes drive augmentation of
the portfolios of utilized mechanisms and generate more adjustment
needs in most industries (Desyllas and Sako, 2013; Hurmelinna-
Laukkanen et al., 2016; Teece, 2018).
Moreover, it is noteworthy that some previously observable corre
lations of informal mechanisms disappear. An example is found in tex
tiles (A1), where the use of informal mechanisms seems to have become
more independent over time. This change is probably linked to the
notable increase in the use of informal mechanisms compared to formal
ones. Nevertheless, the finding may also suggest that the informal
mechanisms are increasingly considered genuinely valuable means to
improve appropriability (see Hall and Sena, 2017). The absence of sig
nificant correlations between the same individual informal mechanisms over
time (see Table 5) also supports the interpretation that adjustment and
strategizing are features of the contemporary innovation environment
and that the use of appropriability mechanisms is changing as industries
evolve (see, e.g., Suarez and Lanzolla, 2007); it is not for granted that a
mechanism is consistently used over time.
On the other hand, the findings also suggest the previous use of pat
ents, copyright, and registered design is positively and significantly correlated
with the use of the same mechanisms a decade later (see Table 5). That
suggests a persistent reliance on IPRs, which is certainly influenced by
the long life-cycles of IPRs. Nevertheless, the data capture appropri
ability mechanisms being used for recent innovations, also for which
new IPR has been acquired. The same path-dependency seems to be

15
The increased correlations between different formal mechanisms could
reflect this kind of development, too (Castaldi et al., 2020).
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responding to changing trends (see Charkha and Jaju, 2019). In in
dustries with short(ening) life-cycles, secrecy may be redundant, enforcing
IPRs may be too time-consuming, meaning lead time becomes a
threshold issue (Castellacci, 2008; Edquist, 1997).
Correspondingly, the perceived effectiveness of complexity is found
to be necessary for firms in the manufacturing sector covering petro
leum, chemical, and pharmaceutical products (A4) and in the manu
facture of transport equipment and machinery (a sub-category of A7). In
recent years, firms working in these fields have been expanding inno
vation corporations across industry boundaries to improve their inno
vation capability to address diverse challenges (see Badillo et al., 2017;
Hurmelinna-Laukkanen et al., 2021). In industries with technical trajec
tories characterized by complexity of offerings (often seen in notable ver
sioning, improvements, and application and refinement) and marked by
a demand for specialized solutions, complexity seems to be required as a
safeguard (see Ahuja et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2007; Sharapov and
MacAulay, 2020). In the chemical industry (A4), lead time also appears
necessary. Further research is needed, however, to shed light on the
specific reasons behind these observations.

path-dependencies and cross-dependencies in the reliance on appropri
ability mechanisms, we show how the earlier use of formal mechanisms
correlates with their later use, but how the same effect is not evident for
informal mechanisms. Together, these findings bridge and extend
existing studies acknowledging the connections of appropriability
mechanisms (e.g., Barros, 2021) or recognizing temporal changes in the
use of individual mechanisms (e.g., Hall, 2004; Holgersson et al., 2018).
In addition, we also contribute to existing theorizing by addressing
the logic of necessity, thus complementing well-established insights
based on additive sufficiency logic (see Chesbrough, 2003a,b; de Faria
and Sofka, 2010; Laursen and Salter, 2006; Miozzo et al., 2016; Richter
et al., 2020; Yacoub et al., 2020). Testing for necessity is a contribution
in its own right, given the new method applied to analyze innovation
appropriability. We confirm the necessity of appropriability mecha
nisms in today’s increasingly collaborative innovation environments
and also unveil the compensability and substitutability of those mech
anisms. The effectiveness of appropriability mechanisms has been found
to relate to greater innovation collaboration, and improved performance
and the literature frequently depicts individual mechanisms as “needed”
or “necessary” (e.g., Lauritzen and Karafyllia, 2019; Ritala and
Hurmelinna-Laukkanen, 2013; Zhong and Sun, 2020; Zobel et al., 2017).
However, in introducing a means to empirically examine necessity, we
demonstrate almost no single mechanism applied alone is necessary for
innovation cooperation. Our NCA results underscore the notion of the
compensation effects of appropriability mechanisms. Combining the
non-significant results from the NCA and the findings showing that
appropriability mechanisms are increasingly used and that use tends to
be connected to the use of other mechanisms, strongly suggests that
shortcomings in the perceived effectiveness of appropriability mecha
nisms can be compensated for by the application of other mechanisms.
This paper also makes a methodological contribution to NCA by showing
how a correlation analysis with additive logic can be conducted along
side NCA.
We also contribute to understanding appropriability in the contem
porary open innovation environment. A key challenge in open innova
tion is managing the tension between facilitating open knowledge
exchange and ensuring sufficient protection to avoid knowledge leakage
(Ahlfänger et al., 2021). When appropriability mechanisms are exten
sively used in a protective and exclusive manner, appropriability col
lides with open innovation in terms of knowledge sharing, which is
termed a “paradox of openness” (Laursen and Salter, 2006). However,
the use of appropriability mechanisms might not signal a desire to
protect the innovation but emphasize transaction and knowledge
sharing (Chesbrough, 2003a,b; Cohen et al., 2000; Holgersson et al.,
2018; Hurmelinna-Laukkanen and Yang, 2022; Lauritzen and Karafyllia,
2019). The industry logics influencing the use of appropriability
mechanisms have been found to differ significantly (Laursen and Salter,
2014), but how they differ across industries is under-researched. The
industry-specific appropriability patterns and differences revealed in
this study help to narrow that gap.

4.4. Combining the insights from the empirical exploration
The NCA results show the mechanisms and industries where
perceived effectiveness is necessary for innovation cooperation to
emerge. At the same time, if we look at the non-significant NCA results
combined with the other findings, the results also reveal the mechanisms
and industries to which compensability or substitutability apply.
In most industries showing no necessary appropriability mecha
nisms, there is an increase in the correlations between appropriability
mechanisms (see Table 4; e.g., A2, AB3, B8, B11, B13). This finding
might indicate that shortcomings in the perceived effectiveness can be
compensated for by combined use of appropriability mechanisms.
Nevertheless, there are also industries where the number of correlations
decreases (e.g., A6, B12). In those industries, informal mechanisms in
crease in importance significantly (see Table 2), which could indicate
that instead of using all mechanisms equally, informal mechanisms are
adopted to substitute for ineffective mechanisms. Although a closer ex
amination of the findings reported above would be required to unearth
their roots, the findings outlined in this study indicate the relevant
theoretical contributions and practical implications discussed below.
5. Conclusions
This study investigates the use and relevance of appropriability
mechanisms across industries and over time. Its empirical results reveal
industry-level overall development patterns concerning evolving
appropriability. The study’s theoretical contributions, practical impli
cations, and limitations offering starting points for further research are
presented below.
5.1. Theoretical contributions

5.2. Implications for practice and policy

The exploratory approach adopted in this study contributes to the
innovation appropriability discussion by revealing how the use of
appropriability in different industries has evolved and how the roles of
appropriability mechanisms have changed. While prior research pro
vides valuable insights into appropriability issues, the focus is typically
on firms or specific industries (e.g., Holgersson et al., 2018; Park et al.,
2020). Previous studies also typically adopt additive logic or a
cross-sectional approach (e.g., Gallié and Legros, 2012). This study ex
amines changes over time and utilizes empirical materials to show how
the evolution of appropriability has been characterized by a general
increase in the use of individual appropriability mechanisms and also in
their connections. We complement earlier studies by presenting evi
dence on the nature of these developments across industries and
pinpoint industry-level exceptions to the general shifts. With regard to

Firms usually look to other firms in the same industry to establish a
basis for making decisions (Yin and Shanley, 2008). Our findings
explicating the evolution of the reliance on appropriability mechanisms
suggest the use of appropriability mechanisms is marked by diversity
and persisting dominant logics. Therefore, revealing industry patterns
and trends is important.
First, recognizing and understanding development patterns helps
managers responsible for long-term development plans to identify the
means and mechanisms by which to appropriate value from innovations.
Being aware that some appropriability mechanisms can potentially be
replaced by others helps overcome dominant industry logic and avoid
futile attempts to acquire or strengthen some specific mechanisms.
Managers should not focus on specific mechanisms merely because they
12
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have frequently been used by other similar firms. Managers deciding
which mechanisms to utilize could be innovative; if the selected mech
anisms deliver the desired outcome, which mechanisms are used is un
important. A few industries, where complexity and lead time are
necessary, would benefit from managers paying close attention to how
these mechanisms can be promoted. We advocate combining expertise
from the legal and other functions and a systematic assessment of
appropriability.
Second, managers who understand the industry-specific patterns of
the use of appropriability mechanisms can compile an appropriability
portfolio and adjust it to meet their industry’s demands. Their firms
might then be better prepared for cross-sectoral collaboration. Our
findings show the ongoing use of IPRs despite a decline to their relative
importance and their efficiency not being necessary for innovation
cooperation. Therefore, reliance on IPRs does not necessarily signal a
protective and exclusive approach. Managers who pay attention to how
specific mechanisms are used in different industries could avoid the
pitfalls of prejudice and unwarranted suspicion, which is especially
important when practices must be transferred and integrated across
industry boundaries. For example, selective publishing could prove a
relevant approach for practitioners: While the innovating firm retains
sole access to the core of its innovation, some elements can be selectively
shared beyond the firm to foster innovation cooperation. The findings of
our study also indicate that in some industries, a threshold level of se
curity provided by complexity or lead time is necessary to make inno
vation cooperation attractive. Hence, if such perceptions can be
supported, collaborative endeavors are also more likely to succeed.
Being ready to communicate issues around complexity or lead time and
managing them can be valuable for organizations orchestrating inno
vation networks of industries where necessity emerges (see Dhanaraj
and Parkhe, 2006).
The differences across industries are also relevant to policymakers.
Understanding that firms from different industries do not follow the
same logics—and having some idea of the paths diverse actors might
take when pursuing appropriation—should ease the promotion of
innovation cooperation between industries. Cross-industry innovation is
an important source of innovation, transferring one industry’s applica
tions to others and integrating the knowledge of partners from different
industries (Brunswicker and Hutschek, 2010; Enkel and Heil, 2014;
Enkel and Gassmann, 2010; Gassmann et al., 2010). The patterns
detected in the development of the use of mechanisms and the impor
tance of individual mechanisms in different industries within Europe can
be instructional when drafting policies to provide incentives for inno
vation activities.

comparability to earlier studies is limited. However, our findings do not
contradict existing research but extend its findings.
There are also opportunities to extend the topic explored in different
directions. First, this study examined the nature of industry differences,
paying attention to changes in use and compensability among appro
priability mechanisms, but further research on the reasons for the
observed differences would be merited. Conducting regression and
necessary condition analyses in one study could increase the under
standing of the roles of appropriability mechanisms and, for example,
the related (business behavior) trade-offs in innovation cooperation in
internationalization or similar settings. Likewise, qualitative case
studies might allow going deeper into the logics behind necessity.
Second, all the firms surveyed in this study are European and subject
to legislation that is harmonized across EU member states, especially
that relating to IPRs. However, there are variations in areas such as
employment legislation in the European environment. These variations
warrant specific examination, especially in research with a broader in
ternational scope, as there may be significant differences between
mechanisms in Europe, Asia, and the USA, for example. The somewhat
counterintuitive finding that the perceived effectiveness of IPRs was not
found necessary for innovation cooperation in the biomedical and
pharmaceutical industries might be explained by such differences. Firms
in those industries tend to cooperate with universities for R&D and
innovation: European universities may not implement patent and IPR
policies as aggressively as those in the USA (Crespi et al., 2010). Addi
tionally, extending the study to complementary assets across different
scenarios and industries is recommended (see Park et al., 2020).
Alongside appropriability mechanisms, complementary assets are an
important construct that helps understand how firms benefit from
innovation (Jacobides et al., 2006; Teece, 1986).
The final point is that this paper does not specifically address shifts in
industry boundaries, which is a possible avenue for future research. To
produce meaningful comparisons, the assumption made in the research
setting of this study is that industry boundaries are relatively fixed.
However, those industry boundaries are changing and are now more
permeable than in the past. For example, software played a relatively
small role in automotive manufacturing for most of its history but is
becoming increasingly critical as the industry embraces ever more
autonomous vehicles (Yasin et al., 2020). Similarly, IT solutions are
making their way into fields such as health care (Yang et al., 2021). The
current research will be valuable to researchers investigating industry
convergence and collaboration between IPR-oriented and other orga
nizations and their prevailing practices within and between industries
(Cohen et al., 2000; Hall, 2004; Neuhäusler, 2012).

5.3. Limitations and further research
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Our study has limitations that can illuminate avenues of future
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